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Dayton audio b652-air vs polk t15

Speakers and headphones What turns electrons into what you hear? Speakers and braga, man! This is a place where you can talk about your broadcasters. 02-20-2019, 06:00 PM Serious Tapehead Join Date: May 2015 Location: Greater Seattle Area, USA Post: 585 Dayton Audio B652 or B652-AIR: Thoughts For the
third bedroom system, I would try these very inexpensive speakers. I've read many online reviews, including criticism. My expectations are moderate, I'd rather have new speakers than another set of vintage units that need repairing/resolding/reapplying. Did any of you directly compare the sound quality of the B652 to
the B652-AIR? 02-20-2019, 06:20 PM Serious Tapehead Join Date: September 2014 Location: Tacoma Washington Post: 5,163 To review air speakers, lower below your post to find one started nad213 I think its moniker and read this review. At least you'll have this information to chew when searching for other reviews.
EDITING: Neglect, I thought it was a new post from NAD613, but no, and then realized you'd already seen it. :-( ____ my System Rega Planar 6 turnstiles, Grado Prestige Cartridge 1, Muffsy PP4 phono pre, RECEIVER NAD 7240PE, TEAC A4300SX R2R, Zenon DCM-370 CD h. ADS L810 speakers, eMachines PC to
use multimedia, Nakamichi BX100 cassette deck 02-20-2019, 08:22 PM Serious Tapehead Join date: May 2008 Location: Bismarck, ND Post: 2,430 Yes, I have an AIR version as my computer desk speaker stereos. They sound great and you can't beat the price. I can not decide which are better, those or Polk Audio
T15. They both sound great, IMHO. 02-20-2019, 08:29 PM Serious Tapehead Join Date: October 2013 Location: WI Posts: 1100 Well, I read all the reviews too. Bought a couple straight B652 a few years ago just b/c I was intrigued by what $30 would buy. It doesn't look like anything has changed on them, but maybe. I
basically took them out of the box, looked at them, hooked them up, listened for a short period, wasn't too impressed with the audio or construction, shook my head and put them back.. and there they have been sitting ever since, in the basement. I have a lot of bookshelves and tower speakers, so I know very well when
I hear it (and when not). What did I not like about them? They sounded toned and there wasn't much definition. Of course, weak on bass. If it's simple or background music or guests.. We could work fine, especially if you pr them with a little subwoofer. Almost any PR speaker you can customize audio and control tone to
make them sound OK. I'm not saying don't buy them. Can be good in a pinch. But honestly, if you feel motivated for a small drive (or maybe a guy will meet you at half-time), I found these PR JBL isn't too far from Seattle that you absolutely won't regret owning! exponentially better. I have a few pairs. Pairs. Play as great
speakers and well balanced. I just love listening to mine. Full, crisp, big bass. Much more expensive spkr on their day. They can be 2x more than 652 though. It's not a fair comparison because they were JBLs a cheaper version of their more expensive actual studio quality speakers. Guest reviews for this place to stay,
but you're not yet sure? For $50 they are stealing. You don't need a sub with those. I know you wanted to buy new ones, but there are some great used speaker deals out there. At least with a quality pair of speakers, you will feel a sense of pride and joy of ownership. It always makes listening more enjoyable. With some
saavy effort, you should be able to get popped up in the centres back (ask me if you're buying them).... I'm a big fan of JBL, and the S26 pair (less than the ones associated above) also sound great. I have several sets in another surround sound system paired with a sub. Last edited by Jeepwalker; Editing by Nick Henfi
02-20-2019 at 09:10 PM. 02-20-2019, 11:52 PM Serious Tapehead Join Date: May 2015 Location: Greater Seattle Area, USA Post: 585 I'm going to give that Craigslist buyer a call soon and if they don't say drive to Monroe. JBL S-38s sound like they could be quite a treat... Last edited by Pacific Stereo; Editing by Nick
Henton 06-02-2019 at 08:09 AM. Reason: You quoted 17 lines of text for one line of reply to a post right above this. Please stop it. 02-21-2019, 10:40 AM Serious Tapehead Join Date: October 2013 Location: WI Posts: 1100 Good luck. Let us know if you end up with them. Speakers are the most significant part of the
system. Receivers, CD players, usually (qualifying word) sound about the same, speakers do not. So get something good and it will make your listening experience great. Review: is going to get good PR horns! He gives them for 50 bucks. Last edited by Jeepwalker; Editing by Nick Henfi 02-21-2019 at 10:43 AM. 02-21-
2019, 05:55 PM Habitual Half-Stepper Join Date: October 2014 Location: Colorado Springs Post: 409 Read reviews on Dayton MK402, sound and build a quality kick to my modified Dayton AIR out of the water! $69 a couple. 04-05-2019, 01:59 PM Serious Tapehead Join Date: May 2015 Location: Greater Seattle Area,
USA Post: 585 B652 couple found on Goodwill I came across a suitable couple (original B652) in good condition on Goodwill. Missing front grilles but $7.99 on sale, plus a 20% discount on a summer discount day. Hooked them up to my main living room stereo. While they won't be my main speakers, here are my
impressions after a four hour audition, which isn't enough for a complete breakthrough: Stereo sound and sound depth these speakers are seductive. Several times I could choose the first violins from the second violin in the orchestra. When I played eagles Eagles California during dinner, my wife first noticed the lyrics of
life In the Fast Lane (she didn't like the lyrics!). Tonal balance: Placed on proper stands, low bass is certainly lacking. Detail and mid-level definitions are much better than I expected, given online reviews noting the lack of proper crossover and cabinet resonances. Treble was very visible, but also (on my B652s, anyway)
surprisingly quick and very detailed. From time to time, lying in my soft chair with my eyes closed listening to Prokofiev's piano concerto, I was actually quite beginning some percussion sounds. Depending on the source material, it may feel very life-loving, but at other CD frequencies or LPs the lack of bass has been
disappointing. Definition: my experience was that instrumental definition, and vocal details, was very good and fast, though on some vocal high notes these speakers seemed flashy. Initial impressions are better than I expected. I wish I'd been able to pick up those who used JBLs a while ago, but by saying I liked the
B652s, even if they're not as refined as the other speakers in my collection - mid-70s KEF Celeste, Acoustic BostonS A70, mid-70s Advent 3. Sonically, they resemble my long-gone Boston A40s acoustics and mine still around the Polk Audio T-10s house. 09-09-2019, 05:24 PM Serious Tapehead Join Date: May 2015
Location: Greater Seattle Area, U.S. Notice: 585 B652-AIR bespoke from parts of Express I finally ordered the B652-AIR and I'm waiting to arrive early next week. From what I've read, there will be some time to get full performance from these speakers. 10-06-2019, 11:36 PM Serious Tapehead Join Date: January 2009
Location: Western New York Post: 16539 @ronniebear seeing how you've had airwaves for about a month, what do you think of them so far? 10-07-2019, 01:51 PM Habitual Half-Stepper Join Date: October 2014 Location: Colorado Springs Post: 409 Quote: Originally posted by 390FE @ronniebear seeing how you've
had the airwaves for about a month, what do you think of them so far? After owning steam for several years, the extra filling to the cupboard is a must, PE also sells 6.5 meat , which works perfectly for about $20. 10-07-2019, 04:29 PM Serious Tapehead Join Date: January 2009 Location: Western NY Post: 16539
Hajidub thanks for entering &amp; what you found on yours. I'm wondering if it would be better if one is on the market for some lower cost speakers for them to look at air towers with Dual 6 1/2 effers? They really aren't that big for the tower actually IMO based on measurements small enough for the declared tower. And I
wonder if they have much better bass over one woofer bookshelf Airs? 10-08-2019, 04:19 PM Half-Stepper Join Date: October 2014 Location: Colorado Springs Post: 409 Quote: Originally Published by 390FE Hajidub thanks for entering &amp; that on yours. I'm wondering if it would be better if one is on the market for
some lower cost speakers for them to look at air towers with Dual 6 1/2 effers? They really aren't that big for the tower actually IMO based on measurements small enough for the declared tower. And I wonder if they have much better bass over one woofer bookshelf Airs? I read the bad reviews on the towers (for a price
still use a simple x-over). I would probably have gone on the MK402 if I had chosen anything from their lineup. Reviews just radiates quality (better x-over, build, and banana cork) with amazing bass with a beefy 4.5 (I usually say BS but watch videos). 10-23-2019, 10:57 PM Serious Tapehead Join Date: May 2015
Location: Greater Seattle Area, USA Post: 585 Quote: Originally posted by 390FE @ronniebear seeing how you've had the airwaves for about a month, what do you think of them so far? You know, even though my B652-AIRs have been broken for the past 8 weeks, I actually find myself with mixed feelings. Connected to
a Yamaha RX-530 receiver, I find sometimes an AMT tweeter (in the context of a mini-crossover with a euffer driver) seems a bit sharp, though it's not spitting like on a standard B652. I didn't bring out my original B652s for side-by-side comparisons, partly as our living room undergoes a bit of renovation, so I don't want to
place an extra set of speaker stands and cables. Of course, I think these are terrific speakers for the price point. There's a surprising amount of mid-level detail. Visualization is very good. I think soon I'm going to connect them to an outdated receiver, my Marantz 2230, and also place my B652s in the stands alongside
B652-AIRs to offer more analysis. My educated assumption is that the subjectively 1974-vintage 30-wpc Marantz can produce somewhat sweeter quality tones from B652-AIRs, as was the case with the B652s. My ambiguous reactions to the B652-AIRs sound signature equipped with AMT are also influenced by the
specific music I play. For most people, I understand the B652-AIR is a great upgrade over the B652. I'll keep everyone in the post. It's possible that while I think both of these units are very good for the price point, I may have outgrown the limitations of both units - and frankly I'm still shocked that I've kept these uber-
cheap speakers connected to my stereo for as long as I have. maybe it's time to look at my existing legacy speakers or maybe buy something brand new that little bit better. Last edited by Ronnibear; Editing by Nick Heinrich 10-23-2019 at 11:00 PM 10-24-2019, 03:02 AM Serious Tapehead Join Date: January 2009
Location: Western NY Posts: 16539 Thank You Hajidub &amp; ronniebear for your inputs on these speakers. Do any of you know what type of caps are used in crossovers? I wonder if updating crossovers will help many No? I know when I'm modded modded pairs of realistic Minimus 7s &amp; 77s with better and
actually inexpensive field covers and put inexpensive 2Khz 6dB slope low section pass on euffers it has made a huge improvement. @ ronnibear even try your Sansui once it's back from the store. Look forward to updating your update as soon as you can test them side by side and on various sources of amplated data.
10-25-2019, 07:49 AM Habitual half steps Join Date: October 2014 Location: Colorado Springs Post: 409 Not sure, but basic AIR is one stage x-over as basic as can be. The Mk402 is more complex. My son uses my AIR with a small canton of power sub, it sounds fantastic (clear and filling the room). 10-25-2019, 06:56
PM Serious Tapehead Join Date: January 2009 Location: Western NY Post: 16539 Minimus 7 &amp; The 77s have a 12dB crossover (second order, cap &amp; coil) on only tweeter. The wofer is wide open without a crossover. All I did was change the electrolytic cover to the cover of the film field and added the 6dB
crossover (first order) on the eel (simple coil). @ Hajidub From what you say if someone can't post photos to confirm, it sounds like the Daytons just have one cap (6dB first order) in the tweeter scheme. In this case, if true, the best crossover is likely to make a huge improvement. Even a pair of inexpensive 12dB/12dB or
12dB/6dB 2 crossovers (at the right frequency) from Ebay. There are decent basic 2 crossovers starting at just under $3 each. The catch is a driver in the Daytons, probably 6 ooms, so you need to consider when choosing a crossover &amp; it's frequency points (see here for example in their description they list the
crossover point in 8 Om &amp; abt that it would be on 6 Om). And who knows, maybe some added isolation can improve things, although it can also make it worse &amp; IF so go the other way with less isolation. It all depends on the &amp;amp; box size combo &amp;amp; what your ears hear. 10-27-2019, 03:30 PM
Habitual Half-Step Join Date: October 2014 Location: Colorado Springs Post: 409 390 You're exactly right. I used bags of Partsexpress cupboard stuffing in the mine and it helped big time, but I also went with the moot PE 6.5 woofer. 03-07-2020, 10:26 p.m. Serious Tapehead Join Date: May 2015 Location: Greater
Seattle Area, U.S. Post: 585 IMHO B652-AIR is usually too bright.... In my secondary listening area, I prefer the original B652s for B652-AIRs. Both pairs were connected to three different receivers: the Yamaha RX-530, Marantz 2230 and Sansui 881, playing various CDs, cassettes, streaming and FM radio broadcasting.
I made many direct comparisons of A-vs-B. At some point I will make changes to both especially AIRs. As it stands airs shares just stumble too brightly on some types of music. These Dayton Audio Audio speakers for the price. There are better speakers out there worth extra money as well as vintage speakers such as
KEF Celeste III and Advent/3. 03-08-2020, 12:27 AM Serious Tapehead Join Date: January 2009 Location: Western NY Posts: 16539 Thanks for the update. It would be interesting to have crossovers in each. On Minimus 7 &amp;; The 77s metal/poly film cap to replace the original bipolar electrolytic with a crossover
fixed the severity the tweeter sometimes had on some music. Plus the low crossover pass on the efferper helped a lot. Many.
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